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B TECH
(sEM V) THEORY EXAMINATTON 2014-1s

CONTROL SYSTEM.I

TIME:3 Hours Total Marks: 100

Note: Attempt questions from each Section as per
instructions

SECTION.A
l. Attempt ALL parts. Z*1A40

a. Classiff control Systems and give the merits and demeritsof open loop control system & closed loop control
system.

b. For the forward path, TF given by

G(s) :20 (S+2) 
-Find Error coefficients.

s (s+3)(s+4)
c. Explain the Incremental Encoder?
d. Find the hreakaway points of

G(s)H(s)=
S s+4 (sz+4s+20)

e. Find the Gain marsin of G(s)= Bo

f yod:l damped systems'*"t ff.1"!i3**"0 system.
Explain why?

g" How transfer function can be obtained &om state
equations. Explain.

h. A system has a transfer function f =# .Determine its
Unit lmpulse Response.
Explain Mason Gain Formula briefly.
Find thephase system G(S)HG)=ffi for <o:5.



SECTION-B

2. Attempt auy SIX parts. 5*6=30

b.

Consider the fofiowing- equation, which may be thecharacteristic equation Jf U"*", *rooi,Vr"ms. Find thesystem is stable or unstable,
S'+4s4+ gs3+gs2+/sa4:0

Determine the transfer function CtX. of the system shownin Fig. l using block diagram reduction techniques.

Figl

l1'.3::ry"m.cfs)H(sJ.= k(l+s):/ s',find the range of 'k'Ior tfie system to be stable.
Derive the peak in frequency response (Mr) and ro" forSecond Order Control System?
Consider the differentiaiequation given as i ji + 6! +lLj,+ 6y = ii + Bii + 17ii* gu.iraw nto.t diagram
using parallel decomposirion.
Explain the nature of response terrns contributed byd9ry tlpes of roots and conclude ut*t flr* BIBO
stability. Give the difference between :-
(i). Absolute and relative stabitity.
(ii),BIBO and Asymptotic stabiiity for a continuous data
system.
Determine the tlpe and order of 

.the 
unity feedback

11hol systems whose openJoop t ansfe, fun"tioo. u.G(S;=57 5(52+45+269; 
-

Find also the static error coeffrcients and the errors forunit step and unit ramp inouts,



r

SECTION-C

3. Attempt any two parts: l[*l=lg

a. Draw the equivalent mechanical system of the given
system(fig 2).Hence,write the set of equilibrium equatons
fo( it,and, obtain electrical analogus .circrrits using F-V
analogy

Fig2
Sketch the Nyquist plot for the system having

G(s)H(sF , '*t5 1+5 1+?s
Using the Nyqist criterion,detbrmine whether the closed
loop system having the above open loop transfer function
is stable or not.
Fiiid, out the transfei function C/R for the signal flow
graph shown in figure:-

c-



...

4. Attempt any three parts 10*3=30

a. Draw the Bode Plot for the transfer function
G(S;: 36 (t+O.2 sll s21t+O.O5s)(1+0.01s) . .: _ :: .,

From the bode plot determine ii r:?'{r. .' 1i*.'.,, '

a) Phase crossover &equency
b) Gaincrossoverfrequency )

c) Gain Jt4argin ;

d) Phase Marein :

b. Determine ,ti. qry" and order'of thb unity feedback
control systems whose openJoop transfer functions are

a) G(SFK/ S(S2+4S+200)

Find alsci the static error coefficients and the errors

c. A Second-ordersystemhas overshoot of50Yo andperiod
of oscillation 0.2 s in step response .deterrnine lss6nant
peak, resonant frequency and bandwidth. '' I' : i'ai=' I :

d. The closed -loop transfer function of certain Fecgnd -
order unity feedtack contol syqtpms' ar63iVen'Ubtow.
Determine the type of damping ifl the systems: 

- 
;", 

- 
,.'i. C(S)/R(S):81S2+3S+8

ii. C(SYR(S) :4/5,2+16


